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ABSTRACT
Context. Surveys of protoplanetary disks in star-forming regions of similar age revealed significant variations in average disk mass
between some regions. For instance, disks in the Orion Nebular Cluster (ONC) and Corona Australis (CrA) are on average smaller
than disks observed in Lupus, Taurus, Chamaeleon I or Ophiuchus.
Aims. In contrast to previous models that study truncation of disks at a late stage of their evolution, we investigate whether disks may
already be born with systematically smaller disk sizes in more massive star-forming regions as a consequence of enhanced ionization
rates.
Methods. Assuming various cosmic-ray ionization rates, we compute the resistivities for ambipolar diffusion and Ohmic dissipation
with a chemical network, and perform 2D non-ideal magnetohydrodynamical protostellar collapse simulations.
Results. A higher ionization rate leads to stronger magnetic braking, and hence to the formation of smaller disks. Accounting for
recent findings that protostars act as forges of cosmic rays and considering only mild attenuation during the collapse phase, we show
that a high average cosmic-ray ionization rate in star-forming regions like the ONC or CrA can explain the detection of smaller disks
in these regions.
Conclusions. Our results show that on average a higher ionization rate leads to the formation of smaller disks. Therefore, smaller
disks in regions of similar age can be the consequence of different levels of ionization, and may not exclusively be caused by disk
truncation via external photoevaporation. We strongly encourage observations that allow measuring the cosmic-ray ionization degrees
in different star-forming regions to test our hypothesis.
Key words. magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), protoplanetary disks, stars: low-mass, magnetic fields, surveys, (ISM:) cosmic rays
1. Introduction
Over the last years, surveys of Young Stellar Objects (YSOs)
of Class II in several star-forming regions have helped signifi-
cantly to better constrain the size and mass distribution of disks
based on dust continuum observations. Comparing the obtained
average disk sizes and disk masses of the surveys among each
other shows significant differences. There seems to be a trend
that disks in older star-forming regions are typically smaller than
disks in younger star-forming regions. The oldest star forming
region for which dust masses of disks were obtained is Upper
Sco (Barenfeld et al. 2016) with an age of 5 – 10 Myr. The aver-
age dust mass is Mdust “ 5˘ 3 MC. This is significantly smaller
than the dust masses of disks derived for younger star-forming
regions of age „1 – 3 Myr such as Lupus (Ansdell et al. 2016),
Chamaeleon I (Pascucci et al. 2016), and Taurus (Long et al.
2018), where the average dust content is derived to be more than
10 MC. All of the above dust masses were computed using the
same method and assumptions (see table 4 in Cazzoletti et al.
2019), which allows a fair comparison of the obtained masses.
The age of the σ-Orionis region is „3 – 5 Myr (Oliveira et al.
2002, 2004), and hence older than the young star-forming re-
gions Lupus, Chamaeleon I, Ophiuchus and Taurus, but younger
than Upper Sco. Ansdell et al. (2017) determined the average
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mass inσ-Orionis to 7˘1 MC, which is lower than for the young
regions, but higher than for the older region Upper Sco. In agree-
ment with this trend, the dust mass of Class II disks is «5 lower
than the dust mass of Class I objects in Ophiuchus as shown by
Williams et al. (2019) when comparing the results of the sam-
ple of fainter (and generally more evolved star-disk systems)
with the previous sample of brighter disks (Cieza et al. 2019).
Similarly, the dust masses in the „ 1 Myr old Orion Molecular
Cloud 2 (OMC-2) are similar to the dust masses measured for
Lupus and Taurus, which have similar ages (van Terwisga et al.
2019). This correlation of decreasing dust mass with increas-
ing age is consistent with theory of radial drift of dust grains in
gaseous disks (Whipple 1972; Weidenschilling 1977; Birnstiel
et al. 2010).
However, not all of the observations are consistent with an
age-Mdust correlation. Eisner et al. (2018) reported significantly
smaller average disk masses for the „1 Myr-old star-forming
region Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) (Prosser et al. 1994; Hillen-
brand 1997) compared to disks of similar ages in star forming
regions of lower density. Consistent with the lower dust mass,
Eisner et al. (2018) also measured a significantly smaller aver-
age disk radius in the ONC compared to Chamaeleon I (Pas-
cucci et al. 2016), Taurus, Ophiuchus (Tripathi et al. 2017), Lu-
pus (Tazzari et al. 2017) and Upper Sco (Barenfeld et al. 2017).
Similar to the ONC, Cazzoletti et al. (2019) measured an average
dust mass of disks in Corona Australis (CrA) of Mdust “ 6 ˘ 3
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Md, which is similar to Upper Sco (for a comparison of the dust
mass distributions of disks in Chamaeleon I, Lupus, σ-Orionis,
Upper Sco and CrA, please see Fig. 1, which is adopted from
Cazzoletti et al. (2019)). However, the age of CrA is „ 1 –
3 Myr and hence similar to Taurus or Ophiuchus, which have
much larger and more massive disks. Another region with a low
average dust mass of disks (Mdust “ 4 ˘ 1 Md), but young age
(„2 – 3 Myr) is IC348 (Ruíz-Rodríguez et al. 2018). While the
presence of lower disk masses in older regions can be explained
by radial drift and growth of dust grains, the lower average dust
mass of disks in these young regions must have another cause.
One mechanism leading to smaller disk sizes is disk trun-
cation via tidal interactions with other stars in the star-forming
region (Clarke & Pringle 1993; Ostriker 1994; Pfalzner et al.
2005). However, recent simulations show that the densities in
the considered star-forming regions are too low for frequent and
hence efficient disk truncation via tidal stripping (Winter et al.
2018a).
Another possible mechanism for disk truncation is external
photoevaporation by background radiation (Störzer & Hollen-
bach 1999; Armitage 2000; Adams 2010; Facchini et al. 2016;
Haworth et al. 2018). Winter et al. (2018b) carried out a study to
compare the effect of tidal stripping with external photoevapo-
ration on protoplanetary disk dispersal. They find that the effect
of external photoevaporation generally exceeds the effects from
tidal interaction, hence making photoevaporation a more likely
candidate for mass loss in disks. In fact, Eisner et al. (2018) sug-
gested that the massive Trapezium stars associated with the re-
gion might be the necessary sources for enhanced external pho-
toevaporation. Moreover, σ-Orionis hosts the massive Herbig
star O9V and the disk sizes correlate with the distance from that
Herbig star as shown in observations with Herschel (Maucó et al.
2016) and the Atacama Large (sub-)Millimeter Array (ALMA)
(Ansdell et al. 2017). Therefore, the low disk masses and small
disk sizes in σ-Orionis are possibly caused by the presence of
the Herbig star O9V. van Terwisga et al. (2020) detected two
distinct disk populations in NGC 2024 with different mean dust
masses. The eastern population hosts more massive and presum-
ably younger disks compared to the disks in the western popula-
tion. The authors interpret the lower disk masses in the western
population as a consequence of both age and enhanced external
photoevaporation from IRS 2b and IRS 1 due to the lower ex-
tinction in the West. However, van Terwisga et al. (2020) also
point out that the disks in the western population might have
already formed with systematically smaller sizes as suggested
for the disks in the star-forming regions ρ Ophiuchus (Williams
et al. 2019) and CrA (Cazzoletti et al. 2019). In particular, CrA
hosts a massive star, namely R CrA, but in contrast to O9V in σ-
Orionis, there is no correlation between disk mass and distance
from R CrA.
Also, unlike cosmic-rays, ultraviolet photons are likely
screened soon after leaving the emitting source due to the high
extinction within molecular clouds. Therefore, external photoe-
vaporation is likely not the only mechanism causing smaller disk
masses and sizes in young star-forming regions.
A possible explanation for smaller disks and thereby lower
disk masses might be the overabundance of low-mass stars in the
considered region compared to other regions as the disk mass
correlates with stellar mass (Pascucci et al. 2016; Ansdell et al.
2017). This Mdust - M‹ is a likely explanation for the observation
of lower disk masses in IC 348 (Ruíz-Rodríguez et al. 2018).
However, Cazzoletti et al. (2019) carefully accounted for possi-
ble biases in their CrA survey and ruled out that the lower disk
masses observed in CrA are caused by the Mdust - M‹ correla-
Fig. 1. Distribution of disk masses in Chamaelon I (green), Lupus (or-
ange), σ-Orionis (purple), Upper Sco (blue) and CrA (red). The figure
is adapted from Cazzoletti et al. (2019), where it is Fig. 4.
tion. Therefore, there must be another explanation for smaller
disk sizes than the ones introduced above.
As surveys of YSO Class 0 and Class I objects show that
disks already form early during the star formation process from
material falling onto the star-disk system from the surrounding
envelope (Jørgensen et al. 2009; Segura-Cox et al. 2018; Ty-
choniec et al. 2018; Andersen et al. 2019), disks may already
be born with systematic deviations depending on the conditions
in the star-forming region. In this paper, we suggest that at least
part of the lower disk masses obtained in recent surveys of Class
II objects are a consequence of a higher ionization rate in the
star-forming regions with smaller disks. Rather than considering
a scenario in which the disks are truncated after their formation
such as it is the case for tidal stripping or external photoevap-
oration, we suggest that the disks were already born small as
a result of stronger magnetic braking. It is known from theory
that magnetic fields can reduce the sizes of disks significantly
or even suppress their formation altogether under idealized con-
ditions (‘magnetic braking catastrophe’ Lüst & Schlüter 1955;
Mestel & Spitzer 1956; Mellon & Li 2008). In fact, the CA-
LYPSO survey of Class 0 disks by Maury et al. (2019) suggests
that magnetic braking efficiently prevents the formation of large
disks during the protostellar collapse phase.
Today, we know that multiple effects such as turbulence
(Seifried et al. 2012, 2013; Joos et al. 2013; Kuffmeier et al.
2017), misalignment of angular momentum and magnetic field
vector (Joos et al. 2012; Krumholz et al. 2013; Gray et al. 2018)
and/or non-ideal magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) effects (Mel-
lon & Li 2009; Machida & Matsumoto 2011; Machida et al.
2011; Tsukamoto et al. 2015; Masson et al. 2016; Wurster et al.
2019) can circumvent the magnetic braking catastrophe. In this
study, we show in consistence with previous models (Wurster
et al. 2018b) that for higher ionization rates magnetic braking
is more efficient leading to smaller disk masses. In other words,
non-ideal MHD effects, in particular ambipolar diffusion, lead
to larger disks for lower ionization rates as magnetic braking de-
pends on the ionization fraction of the gas (Zhao et al. 2016).
Considering that the size of the gaseous disk also determines the
size of the dusty disk, we therefore suggest that regions with
disks of lower mass, such as the ONC, IC 348 and in particu-
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lar CrA, are a result of a higher average ionization rate in these
regions compared to regions with larger disks of similar age.
We structure the paper as follows. In section 2, we show how
the cosmic-ray ionization rate affects resistivities and thereby the
size of disks (section 2). In section 3, we discuss the results in
the context of the observed surveys. In section 4, we give a con-
clusion and discuss the prospects of how to test our scenario in
future observations.
2. Methods
The different non-ideal MHD effects depend on multiple physi-
cal properties such as density, temperature, chemical abundance
and magnetisation. Zhao et al. (2016) developed a chemical net-
work that allows for computing resistivities (ambibolar diffusion
ηAD, Ohmic dissipation ηΩ and Hall effect ηH) for the different
physical properties during the collapse phase. We computed the
resisitivities using their network to discuss the influence of the
cosmic-ray ionization rate on the non-ideal MHD resistivities.
To test the effect of a varying ionization rate on the forma-
tion of protostellar disks, we run 2D simulations with the MHD
code zeustw (Krasnopolsky et al. 2010) using a spherical grid
analogous to the work presented by Zhao et al. (2016). The sim-
ulations account for self-gravity, assume the gas to be isothermal
below a critical density of ρc “ 10´13 g cm´3 and a scaling of
thermal pressure with density of P9ρ´5{3 for densities above
ρc. We carry out 20 simulations assuming a cosmic-ray ioniza-
tion rate of ζ “ 10´18 s´1, ζ “ 5 ˆ 10´18 s´1, ζ “ 10´17 s´1,
ζ “ 5 ˆ 10´17 s´1 and ζ “ 10´16 s´1 for four combinations of
initial rotation and magnetization. The end of each simulation is
about 20 kyr after the formation of the central star.
Our initial condition is a uniform, isolated core with total
mass Mc “ 1.0 Md and a radius of Rc “ 1017 cm « 6684 au.
The initial mass density is therefore ρ0 “ 4.77 ˆ 10´19 g cm´3
under the assumption of a molecular weight of µ “ 2.36. We
start with a solid body rotation of the core with an angular speed
ofω0 “ 1ˆ10´13 s´1 orω0 “ 2ˆ10´13 s´1, which corresponds
to a ratio of rotational to gravitational energy of βrot “ 0.025 or
βrot “ 0.1 (Goodman et al. 1993). For simplicity, we consider
alignment of the magnetic field with the angular momentum vec-
tor and start with a uniform magnetic field of B0 « 2.13ˆ10´5 G
or 4.25ˆ 10´5 G corresponding to a dimensionless mass-to-flux
ratio of λ ” Mc
piR2cB0
2pi
?
G « 5 or λ « 2.5. This level of mag-
netization is consistent with measurements of Zeeman splitting
of OH (Troland & Crutcher 2008). To compute the resistivities,
we use the MRN grain size distribution (Mathis et al. 1977) with
a fixed power-law index between minimum grain size of 0.1 µm
and maximum grain size of 0.25 µm (Zhao et al. 2016):
npaq9a´3.5, (1)
where a is the grain size and n is the grain number density.
We assume outflow boundary conditions at the inner bound-
ary of our domain at radius rin “ 3 ˆ 1013 cm « 2 AU and at
the outer boundary (rout “ 1017 cm). Mass flowing into the inner
boundary region is collected at the center to represent the grow-
ing star. Our 2D grid (r,θ) consists of 120 ˆ 96 grid points. The
grid is uniform in θ direction and non-uniform in r-direction. We
logarithmically increase the spacing in r-direction outwards by a
constant factor of « 1.0647 with a spacing of ∆r “ 0.1 AU next
to the inner boundary.
3. Ionization, non-ideal MHD, magnetic braking and
disk radii
Figure 2 shows the resistivities in dependency of densities com-
puted with the chemical network developed by Zhao et al.
(2016). The resistivities are computed for a magnetic field
strength that depends on the hydrogen density as BpnHq “
1.43ˆ 10´7
b
nH
cm´3 G (Nakano et al. 2002; Li et al. 2011). The
temperature is computed with the broken powerlaw introduced
by Zhao et al. (2018) to mimic the results obtained by Tomida
et al. (2013) in radiative transfer simulations:
T “
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
for ρ ă 10´12 g cm´3:
T0 ` 1.5p ρ10´13 g cm´3 q
for 10´12 g cm´3 ď ρ ď 10´11 g cm´3:
pT0 ` 15 Kqp ρ10´12 g cm´3 q0.6
for 10´11 g cm´3 ď ρ ď 3ˆ 10´9 g cm´3:
100.6pT0 ` 15 Kqp ρ10´11 g cm´3 q0.44
(2)
with mass density ρ, temperature T and T0 “ 10 K. We compute
the resistivities corresponding to Ohmic dissipation ηO, the Hall-
effect ηH and ambipolar diffusion ηAD for cosmic-ray ionization
rates of ζ “ 10´18 s´1 (dashed lines), ζ “ 10´17 s´1 (solid
lines) and ζ “ 10´16 s´1 (dash-dotted lines). The plot illustrates
the high variability of the resistivities and that different resistive
effects dominate at different densities.
We see that Ohmic dissipation dominates at densities
npH2q & 1014 cm´3 for this particular grain size distribution.
That means Ohmic dissipation is important at the high densities
being present during the adiabatic phase of the protostar and sec-
ond core formation (e.g. Tomida et al. 2015; Vaytet et al. 2018)
as well as it affects properties in the midplane of the inner disk
(e.g. Gressel et al. 2015; Bai 2016). Apart from that, Ohmic dis-
sipation does not affect the processes beyond r ą 10 au from the
star significantly. For lower densities, ηH and ηAD are the domi-
nating resistivities.
Consistent with theoretical analysis (Hennebelle et al. 2016),
comparison runs with and without ambipolar diffusion suggest a
significant influence of ambipolar diffusion leading to a plateau
value of Brms « 0.1 G for densities in the range of 10´14 g cm´3
to about 10´8 g cm´3. The effect is reduced magnetic braking,
and hence enhanced disk formation (see core collapse simulation
by Masson et al. 2016).
The influence of ηH is the least studied effect of the three re-
sistivities. In contrast to Ohmic dissipation and ambipolar diffu-
sion, the Hall effect depends on the orientation of the magnetic
field axis with respect to the orientation of the rotational axis.
In the case of anti-alignment, the Hall effect can potentially en-
hance the rotation of the disk and increase the resulting disk size,
whereas alignment of the two axes can lead to more magnetic
braking, and hence smaller disk sizes (Tsukamoto et al. 2015;
Marchand et al. 2018). In this study, however, we only consider
ambipolar and Ohmic resistivities, and neglect the Hall effect.
As seen in Fig. 2, the cosmic-ray ionization rates strongly
affect the resisitivities in a non-linear way with higher ioniza-
tion rates corresponding to significantly lower resitivities. Cos-
mic rays are considered as the main source for ionizing dense
clouds and although variations of the ionization rate due to fo-
cusing and mirroring at high densities of protostellar collapse
have been studied and discussed (Padovani & Galli 2011; Sils-
bee et al. 2018), assuming a canonical’ rate of 10´17 s´1 is
common practice in running non-ideal MHD simulations (c.f.
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Fig. 2. Resistivities (ambipolar: black, Ohmic: red, Hall: green and
blue) computed with the chemical network introduced by Zhao et al.
(2016) in dependency of number density of molecular hydrogen H2.
Solid lines represent the fiducial case of a cosmic-ray ionization rate of
ζ “ 10´17 s´1, dashed lines represent the case of an ionization rate of
ζ “ 10´18 s´1, and dash-dotted lines correspond to ζ “ 10´16 s´1.
Tomida et al. 2015; Vaytet et al. 2018). Often, this value is in-
troduced as an overestimate arguing that the inner parts of the
collapse are efficiently shielded from cosmic rays, and that 26Al
becomes the main source of ionization in the inner part causing
an ionization rate of only „ 10´18 s´1 (Umebayashi & Nakano
2009). However, observations of dense cores show a wide scatter
of cosmic-ray ionization rates ζ in the range of ζ ă 10´17 s´1
and ζ ą 10´15 s´1 with a mean value around ζ „ 10´17 s´1 to
ζ „ 10´16 s´1 (see Figure 15 in Padovani et al. 2009, with data
from Caselli et al. (1998)). Moreover, more recent observations
reported ionization rates of ζ « 3 ˆ 10´16 s´1 in the proto-
stellar shock L1157-B1 (Podio et al. 2014) or even higher rates
(ζ ą 10´14 s´1) around the young protostar OMC-2 FIR 4 (Cec-
carelli et al. 2014; Fontani et al. 2017; Favre et al. 2018). These
energetic particles produced by the young protostars could in-
crease the ionization rate in the surrounding cloud, affecting the
dynamical evolution of contracting dense cores embedded in the
irradiated region.
3.1. Disk size dependence on cosmic-ray ionization rate
The upper panel in Fig. 3 shows the averaged radial profiles
of the radial and azimuthal velocities vr and vφ displayed as
α “ arctanp´xvry{xvφyq for the combination of λ “ 4.8 and β “
0.025 for five ionization rates (ζ “ 10´18 s´1, ζ “ 5ˆ10´18 s´1,
ζ “ 10´17 s´1, ζ “ 5 ˆ 10´17 s´1 and ζ “ 10´16 s´1) 11 kyr
apart in time. α “ pi{2 corresponds to pure infall, α “ 0 means
pure rotation and α “ ´pi{2 is pure outflow. The darker the line
in the plot, the lower is the ionization rate. For decreasing ion-
ization rates, the plot shows a trend to lower values of |α|, i.e.,
the gas is predominantly rotating for low ionization rates, while
it is predominantly infalling for high ionization rates. The trend
toward a rotationally dominated profile for decreasing ionization
rates correlates with a decrease of the magnetic field strength as
illustrated in the lower panels of Fig. 3. In other words, the in-
creasing resistivity for decreasing ionization rates weakens the
transport of angular momentum, and hence promotes the forma-
tion of rotating structures such as disks. As demonstrated in Zhao
et al. (2016), the rotational velocity profile is consistent with Ke-
plerian rotation corresponding to the accumulated mass of and
around the forming protostar at the center.
Comparing the different times with each other, the plot shows
the trend that for the highest ionization rates considered (ζ “
10´16 s´1 and ζ “ 5 ˆ 10´17 s´1), the gas becomes even more
infall dominated, while for the lower ionization rates, the radial
extend of the rotationally dominated region grows over time.
Again, the lower panels show that this can be directly attributed
to the magnetic field strength, which establishes a characteris-
tic plateau at B „ 0.1 G (Hennebelle et al. 2016; Masson et al.
2016), but not for the two cases with highest ionization.
To summarize the results in a comprehensive form, the five
plots in Fig. 4 display the rotational properties for varying ion-
ization rates of ζ “ 10´18 s´1, ζ “ 5 ˆ 10´18 s´1, ζ “
10´17 s´1, ζ “ 5ˆ10´17 s´1 and ζ “ 10´16 s´1 at tend « 20 kyr)
of each simulation. Each plot shows the properties for four com-
binations of initial rotation β “ 0.1 or β “ 0.025 and mass-to-
flux ratio λ “ 2.5 or λ “ 5 at a fixed ionization rate. The symbols
indicate the characteristics of the rotational profile including the
size and evolution of the disk during the simulation.
Gas belongs to the disk if the density ρ ą 3ˆ 10´13 g cm´3,
the radial velocity component vr and the vertical velocity com-
ponents vz are less than 50 % of the azimuthal velocity vφ
(vr ă 0.5vφ and vz ă 0.5vφ). As we only carry out 2D simu-
lations, what we refer to as a disk may turn out to be more spiral
in structure in 3D simulations (see Zhao et al. 2018).
To illustrate the formation process in the plane of the 2D
model for different levels of ionization, we show in Fig. 5 the
density distribution for identical initial rotation β “ 0.1, and
magnetization λ “ 2.5, but varying ionization rates of ζ “
10´16 s´1 (left panels), ζ “ 5 ˆ 10´17 s´1 (middle panels), and
ζ “ 10´17 s´1 (right panels). The figure shows the density dis-
tribution, when the total mass of the star and the disk has reached
a total mass of 0.05 Md, 0.1 Md and 0.18 Md. For the lowest
ionization rate of ζ “ 10´17 s´1 shown in Fig. 5, the final mass
of 0.18 Md is reached earlier at t « 10 kyr than in the cases
of higher ionization (t « 12 kyr) due to less efficient magnetic
pressure support. Apart from that, the plots show that for higher
ionization levels, the size of the disk shrinks over time. In the
case of ζ “ 10´16 s´1 (left panels), the disk even disappears al-
together by the end of the simulation. The density distribution
corresponding to the canonical ionization rate of ζ “ 10´17 s´1
(right panels) show the presence of a larger rotating structure
more than 30 au in radius. This larger rotational structure would
likely correspond to the formation of a spiral structure in a 3D
simulation instead of marking the radial extend of a smooth Ke-
plerian disk (see discussion in Zhao et al. 2018) 1. Possibly, a
protostellar companion would form in the spiral in a 3D simu-
lation. It may also be possible that as spiral arms can transport
angular momentum outwards, the increase in angular momen-
tum at larger radii leads to an expansion of the disk in radius.
In any case, even if the actual disks are smaller than the radial
extend of the spirals, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 nevertheless show a clear
correlation: a decreasing level of ionization corresponds to the
formation of larger rotationally supported disks.
1 The reader is referred to Zhao et al. (2016) presenting an extensive
analysis of other physical properties in the 2D setup for a given cosmic-
ray ionization rate (ζ “ 10´17 s´1) and a discussion about the limita-
tions of the model. Here, the 2D models serve as a proof of concept
demonstrating the effect of differences in the ionization rate rather than
being used as a detailed study of disk properties.
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Fig. 3. α “ arctanp´xvry{xvφy (blue lines in top panels) and magnetic field strength |B| (red lines in bottom panels) over radius from the central
star for 5 cosmic-ray ionization rates: ζ “ 10´18 s´1 (dark solid lines), ζ “ 5 ˆ 10´18 s´1 (dashed-dotted lines), ζ “ 10´17 s´1 (dashed lines),
ζ “ 5ˆ 10´17 s´1 (dotted lines) and ζ “ 10´16 s´1 (light solid lines) . The lighter the color, the higher the ionization rate. The left plots show the
radial profiles at t « 5 kyr, the right panels at t « 16 kyr for the combination of λ “ 4.8 and β “ 0.025.
3.2. Variation of initial magnetization and rotation
Apart from varieties of the cosmic-ray ionization rate, other
parameters are important for disk formation, too. Under the
premise of an isolated collapsing core, we investigate the two
most prominent effects, namely the amount of angular momen-
tum as well as the initial magnetic field strength, for different
cosmic-ray ionization rates using the previous model setup. In
the runs displayed in Fig. 5, initial mass-to-flux ratio is λ « 2.5
and the initial rotation of the core is set to β « 0.1. For compar-
ison, we carry out simulations for the five ionization rates with
the following combinations of λ and β: λ « 2.5 and β « 0.025,
λ « 5 and β « 0.1, λ « 5 and β « 0.025.
Figure 4 shows that the correlation between decreasing ion-
ization rate and increasing disk size is a robust result for any
given combination of rotation β and mass-to-flux ratio λ. Con-
sistent with previous results by Zhao et al. (2016), the largest
disks form for the combination of high mass-to-flux ratio λ and
high initial rotation β for the collapsing core at a given ioniza-
tion rate (see Fig. 4). The plot also illustrates that a different
ionization rate can nevertheless lead to disks of similar size if
the initial rotation or magnetization of the cloud differs, too. For
instance, the radial extend of the disk-spiral structure is similar
for ζ “ 10´17 s´1 with β “ 0.1, λ “ 2.5 to the case of lower ion-
ization rate ζ “ 10´18 s´1, but lower initial rotation β “ 0.025.
Nevertheless, the results demonstrate the important effect of the
ionization rate on the disk size. In the case of highest ioniza-
tion rates ζ “ 10´16 s´1, even for the most favorable scenario of
maximum initial rotation β “ 0.1 and minimum magnetization
λ “ 5, the disk has a size of at most 20 au in size, and shrinks
as a consequence of continuous magnetic braking to less than 4
au by the end of the simulation. In contrast, in the case of the
lowest ionization rate ζ “ 10´18 s´1 even for the least favorable
combination of low initial rotation β “ 0.025 and high magneti-
zation λ “ 2.5, a disk-spiral structure of 20 to 30 au forms and
the disk-spiral structure tends to grow further by the end of the
simulation.
3.3. Comparison with other studies
Wurster et al. (2018b) conducted a similar parameter study of the
core collapse scenario up to densities of about ρ “ 10´11 g cm´3
computing the equations of non-ideal MHD as based on different
ionization rates and compared their results with the ideal MHD
case. For rates down to 10´16 s´1, magnetic energy only differs
by at most „ 1% and the maximum magnetic field strength only
up to 10% at densities ρ ă 10´12 g cm´3. Considering rates of
ζ ą 10´14 s´1 the properties of maximum density, magnetic en-
ergy and maximum magnetic field strength differ by less than 1
% compared to the ideal MHD case. We suggest that assuming
cosmic-ray ionization rates higher than the canonical value of
ζ “ 10´17 s´1 might be more realistic in many disk-forming
regions. In fact, the canonical value originally stems from an
early estimate of the minimum cosmic-ray ionization on Earth
(Spitzer & Tomasko 1968). Based on the suggestion and model
presented in Padovani et al. (2016), Gaches & Offner (2018) re-
cently demonstrated that protostellar accretion shocks may ac-
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Fig. 4. Combined radius of disk and possible spiral structures in dependence of cosmic-ray ionization rates ζ. For reference, the blue bar in the top
middle panel indicates the size of a disk with 50 au in diameter. For the shrinking disks, the size of the outer ring denotes size of the initial disk,
while the size of the inner bullet denotes the final disk size. For the disk+spiral/frag models, whose spiral structures are growing over time, the
symbol size only marks the lower limit of the disk+spiral structures.
celerate cosmic rays resulting in cosmic-ray ionization rates of
10´2 s´1 to 100 s´1 at the shock surface, and induce enhanced
ionization rates of ζ ą 10´16 s´1 within the natal cloud of pro-
toclusters. Offner et al. (2019) even found cosmic-ray ionization
rates of ζ ą 10´15 s´1 on the disk surface. However, these high
ionization rates of the disk surface occur already after the disk
has formed and it is therefore the ionization rate during the pro-
tostellar collapse that is essential for determining the disk size.
The missing bimodality in the distribution of disk radii may in-
dicate that ηH is low compared to ηAD consistent with Fig. 2, and
hence the Hall-effect only modestly affects the disk (see results
for ζ ą 10´16 s´1 in Wurster et al. 2018a).
Considering later stages of disk evolution, Cleeves et al.
(2013) suggest that stellar winds reduce cosmic-ray ionization
to ζ ă 10´18 s´1, though Padovani et al. (2018) showed that
ionization rates may be significantly higher if assuming a higher
flux of stellar protons. Nevertheless, even for very low cosmic-
ray ionization rates we expect a minimum ionization rate in the
range of „ 10´19 s´1 to „ 10´18 s´1 of young protoplan-
etary disks ă 106 yr (Umebayashi & Nakano 2009) even if
cosmic-rays were strongly shielded. This is because the short-
lived radionuclides 26Al also ionize the gas in disks of 106
yr in age. Measurements of the cosmic-ray ionization rate of
ζ ă 10´19 s´1 around TW Hya are in agreement with this hy-
pothesis considering the age of TW Hya (up to„ 107 yr) and the
decay time of 26Al (t1{2 « 7.17ˆ 105 yr).
However, ζ can probably be higher in the initial phase of
young disks that are associated with a denser environment of
a protocluster. The higher ionization rate would hence lead to
the formation of smaller disks than in lower ionized regions as
shown in Fig. 4. Considering that the ONC as well as CrA host
protostellar clusters, we suggest that these regions are more ion-
ized than Taurus, Lupus or Ophiucus and that the smaller disks
in the ONC or CrA reflect the higher level of ionization in these
regions. Given the large uncertainties related to the ionization
rates at the current time, we therefore strongly encourage carry-
ing out observational programs to constrain the ionization rates
in denser environments.
4. Discussion
4.1. Limitations of the chemical modeling
We already discussed the dependency of η on density and mag-
netic field strength. By using values computed with the chem-
ical network of Zhao et al. (2016), we also point out the coef-
ficients’ dependency on temperature and chemical composition
(see also Marchand et al. 2016). Prior to this study and the work
by Wurster et al. (2018b), the effect of different resistivities have
also been considered only for Ohmic dissipation in collapse sim-
ulations by Machida et al. (2007) or for Ohmic dissipation and
ambipolar diffusion in a simplified setup with a thin-disk approx-
imation by Dapp et al. (2012). However, to really ensure that
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Fig. 5. Evolution of density distribution for ζ “ 10´16 s´1 (left panels), ζ “ 5ˆ 10´17 s´1 (middle panels) and ζ “ 10´17 s´1 (right panels). The
initial level of rotation is β “ 0.1 and the mass-to-flux-ratio is λ “ 5 in all of the three cases.
one applies the appropriate resistivities, one would need to ac-
count for possibly important non-equilibrium chemistry effects
and compute the chemical reactions ’on the fly’ during com-
puting time, e.g. by implying the chemical framework krome
(Grassi et al. 2014).
Related to that, the resistivities strongly depend on the dis-
tribution of grain sizes, and in particular on the presence of
very small grains (often referred to as VSG Dapp et al. 2012;
Dzyurkevich et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2018). With the caveats
in mind that the underlying microphysical processes can be
very complex (Grassi et al. 2019), relying on a separate chem-
ical equilibrium model nevertheless is an appropriate choice
at the current stage, also to avoid excessive computing times.
However, the ionization chemistry converges rather quickly on
timescales of . 10 yr (Caselli et al. 2002), and accounting for
non-equilibrium chemistry has likely only little effect. Gener-
ally, a more detailed treatment would not affect the overall result
that lower ionization correlates with higher resistivity values.
4.2. Limitations of the physical model and setup
Considering an individual star-forming region, the surveys show
that there is not just one characteristic disk radius or disk mass,
but a distribution of disks with varying size and mass. Such a
scatter is likely the result of the variations of prestellar core
properties such as turbulence, magnetization or level of rota-
tion within individual Giant Molecular Cloud (GMC). Using
zoom-in simulations of star-disk systems forming in a turbu-
lent GMC, Kuffmeier et al. (2017) demonstrated that accretion
onto the protostar is a diverse process leading to the forma-
tion of disks of various size even when considering ideal MHD,
i.e., full ionization, everywhere in the cloud. Consistently, Bate
(2018) also found differences in size and mass of disks in sim-
ulations without magnetic fields, and hence absent ionization.
Therefore, the variations of disk properties observed within indi-
vidual star-forming regions likely reflect the heterogeneity in the
accretion and disk formation process (see also Kuffmeier et al.
2018, 2019). However, this could imply a distribution of disk
sizes more random than actually observed. Certainly, the ioniza-
tion rate alone is not the only parameter that can cause differ-
ences in disk size. As shown in Fig. 4, differences in the amount
of initial angular momentum or the level of magnetization in-
duce differences in disk size, too. Moreover, one can think of
many other factors that cause differences in disk size such as tur-
bulence (Seifried et al. 2012, 2013), misalignment of magnetic
field and angular momentum vector (Joos et al. 2012; Krumholz
et al. 2013), different initial density profiles of the collapsing
prestellar core (Machida et al. 2014), or differences in thermal to
gravitational energy (Tsukamoto et al. 2018). These factors are
without any doubt important factors in determining the proper-
ties of disks, too. Nevertheless, the result presented in this study
of 2D models show that the level of ionization affects the radius
and properties of young still forming disks.
In reality, protostellar collapse and disk formation is a 3D
process happening in the environment of turbulent GMCs. Ad-
ditionally, realistic prestellar cores can significantly deviate from
the setup of a collapsing isolated sphere. However, for the pur-
pose of illustrating the effect of varying ionization rates on the
resulting disk size, the use of 2D models based on the spherical
collapse assumption is justifiable.
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4.3. Origin of the observed variations in disk
One may wonder whether the differences between the distribu-
tions are a result of observational biases due to different assump-
tions or methodology. Related to this concern, assumptions on
e.g., dust temperature might be correct for one star-forming re-
gion, but different for another one. Nevertheless, although there
are uncertainties in measuring disk properties, general consen-
sus is that the differences between star-forming regions are real.
Also, it is reassuring, when the same group measures significant
differences between star-forming regions (e.g., measurements by
van Terwisga et al. (2019) of disks in the OMC-2, and by van
Terwisga et al. (2020) in the eastern and western part of the NGC
2422.)
Our results show that the net shift towards on average larger
or smaller disks can be induced by the variations in ionization
between different star-forming regions during the disk formation
stage. As the ONC as well as CrA host massive protostellar clus-
ters, we expect an enhanced level of ionization in these regions
than in other regions such as Lupus, Taurus or Chamaeleon I.
In this study, we only model the early formation phase, i.e.,
Class 0 in observational terms, while the shift in mean disk mass
is predominantly observed for more evolved Class II disks. How-
ever, the idea that the observed discrepancy between disk sizes in
different star-forming region originates from the formation phase
rather than from the later evolution is also consistent with sur-
veys of Class 0/I objects in Perseus and Orion. Although there
is disagreement between surveys regarding the dust masses of
disks in Perseus – the VANDAM survey (Tychoniec et al. 2018)
finds higher masses than the MASSES survey (Andersen et al.
2019) – the results by Tobin et al. (2020) suggest that Class
0/I disks are smaller in Orion than in Perseus. Considering that
Orion is a more active star-forming region than Perseus, we ex-
pect that the result of smaller disks in Orion compared to Perseus
is real. Finally, we point out that even in the case of a constant,
but low cosmic-ray ionization rate for different prestellar cores,
the level of ionization may nevertheless differ by factors of ten
due to differences in the distribution of 26Al as shown in hydro-
dynamical simulations (Vasileiadis et al. 2013; Kuffmeier et al.
2016; Fujimoto et al. 2018).
We argue that differences in the ionization rates are a promis-
ing explanation for a shift of observed mean disk size between
star-forming regions. Other factors, such as a deviation in initial
angular momentum, magnetization or dust distribution are pos-
sibly more relevant for governing the aforementioned scatter of
disk properties within an individual star-forming region. Based
on our results, we suggest that differences in the mean ioniza-
tion level of individual star-forming regions are of fundamental
importance for the observed systematic difference of mean disk
size between star-forming regions.
4.4. Outlook: future models
Certainly, the results obtained from 2D simulations of collapse
simulations can only serve as a first proof of concept. The aim
for future studies is to constrain the effect of cosmic-ray ion-
ization in more elaborated 3D models with more realistic initial
and boundary conditions. An essential step towards deeper in-
sight is a more detailed treatment of the propagation of cosmic-
rays accounting for attenuation and focusing during the embed-
ded phase of star formation. The ultimate goal would be a direct
coupling of the resistivities to the ionization rate that is induced
by the local cosmic-ray ionization.
5. Conclusion
We present results from non-ideal MHD simulation of a col-
lapsing protostar accounting for the effects of ambipolar diffu-
sion and Ohmic dissipation. In the models, we varied the level
of ionization to compute the resistivities with a chemical net-
work. Consistent with the literature, we find that a higher level
of ionization corresponds to a higher magnetization around the
forming protostar and hence leads to the formation of smaller
disks. The trend is robust for various combinations of initial ro-
tation and magnetization of the collapsing core. Although disks
of similar size can form for different ionization rate if the initial
rotation or magnetization varies, the runs show that the ioniza-
tion rate is a powerful regulator of disk formation. Therefore, our
results suggest that the observed differences in average disk sizes
for star-forming regions of similar age are, at least in parts, a
consequence of differences in the level of ionization, most likely
induced by cosmic-rays. In particular, we speculate that the pres-
ence of protostellar clusters in the ONC and CrA cause higher
cosmic-ray ionization rate and thereby smaller disks in these re-
gions compared to regions like Taurus, Ophiuchus, Chamaeleon
I or Lupus. Differences in disk size already occur during the early
phase of star and disk formation consistent with observations of
Class 0/I disks in Perseus and Orion (Tobin et al. 2020). Our
study shows the importance to observationally better constrain
the cosmic-ray ionization rate in star-forming regions as it is an
important parameter for the efficiency of magnetic braking dur-
ing the disk formation process.
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